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DSV philosophy: Through awakening consciousness, we are empowered with knowledge and skills to 
unconditionally serve others. 
 

NEXT MEETING 
Sunday 25 November 2012 

PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

If your life hasn’t changed much recently, 
perhaps there are changes in store for you soon, 
or at least around you, as we approach the end of 
the Mayan calendar on 21 December 2012. 
Personally, I don’t think much will actually change 
on that exact date. It seems to me that things have 
already been changing throughout this year. I 
don’t feel it’s a date to worry about particularly. I 
do believe it will signal a new paradigm. It seems 
we will need to contribute to this new energy with 
our loving, compassionate thoughts and actions.   

Have you noticed in the world around us that 
there’s an increasing incidence of corruption being 
uncovered and, at the same time, more cases of 
integrity and love appearing? Increasingly, as has 
long been predicted in astrological circles, corrupt 
people in politics, business, sporting circles and so 
on are being found out.  

Extreme cruelty involving animals is also being 
uncovered and causing widespread shock and 
indignation. These revelations are a sort of 
cleansing and the good news is that the exposure 
then leads to new processes and better practices. 

It sometimes feels, especially via the media, 
that there are nothing but bad things happening, 
but if we step back, take a breath, and look with a 
discerning mind there is evidence that out of this 
chaos there are changes for the better.   

This provides a good opportunity to dowse to 
ask if something is true or not and the results may 
surprise you. We are so lucky to have dowsing as 
a tool. Of course the clarity of our questions is 
important. 

Lyn Wood, President 

 

 

NEXT MEETING 
Time & Date: 

2.00 pm, Sunday 25 November 2012  
(1.30 pm for dowsing practice) 

Place: 
Mount Waverley Community Centre, 

Miller Crescent, Mount Waverley 

(Opposite Mount Waverley Railway Station)  
Melway: 70 E 1 

Parking at rear, off Holskamp St. which runs off 
Stephensons Road 

OUR NEXT MEETING 

At our next meeting on Sunday 25 
November we’ll assemble a Dowsers’ Panel to 
answer questions from the floor. 

However as Lyn Wood has suggested, if 
you’d prefer to email your questions to her 
before the meeting, that’s fine too. Simpy send 
your question/s to lyn.wood@optusnet.com.au 

This next meeting will give you an 
opportunity to raise questions about dowsing 
that might not otherwise get discussed or 
answered, so do come along and share in the 
fun as it magically unfolds. 

 

OUR LAST MEETING 

Justus Lewis presented at our last DSV 
meeting on EMF (Electro-Magnetic Field) 
Balancing. She spoke about it helping us to 
use more of our brains, to achieve our unique 
infinite potential. 

For more details about EMF Balancing: 
www.emfmelb.com &  www.transformasia.com.au 
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DOWSING JOURNEYS 
Developed from an interview by DSV Member, Bernadette 

Hogan, as part of an ongoing segment. 

Alan Robison DSV Secretary - My first 
recollection of dowsing is it being discussed in 
primary school way back in the 1940s. I remember 
it spoken about as a sort of phenomenon where 
some people were able to find water by using a Y 
rod or a “stick”.   

Later on in the 1980s the concept was 
enhanced by a local doctor explaining and 
demonstrating dowsing by using a pendulum.  

 
                            Alan Robison 

 

 

 

THE SACRED ART OF 
AROMATHERPY 

By Christine Nightingale who was born in Austria 
and now lives in Canada where she practices 
alternative healing. 

Many believe that aromatherapy only works 
because certain scents make us feel good and  
help us relax. It’s true that scents can affect us 
at a subliminal level. Because the olfactory 
system  is connected to the bottom of the brain 
without being processed by any higher brain 
centres, a smell can activate memories of 
Grandma’s garden, or a horrible hospital 
experience, often faster than any sound or 
sight can and without any processing of the  
raw, visceral emotion. 

 
Christine Nightingale 

For further details visit www.nightingalehealing.com 
or email nightiangel92@hotmail.com 
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UNUSUAL DOWSING RESULT 

By Heather Wilks, DSV Newsletter Editor 

I received a call from a farmer who is a DSV 
Member from rural Victoria. He asked me whether 
I could dowse for his sow as she was paralysed in 
the front legs and had a number of piglets to feed. 
He said he was intending to call on a chiropractor. 

A week later I received a call to say that the 
sow had completely recovered. To my amazement 
I learned that there hadn’t been any treatment as 
the chiropractor concerned was no longer working 
with animals. It seemed the only activity had been 
my dowsing!  

MOON CALENDARS 

If you’ve ordered one of the 2013 Astrological 
Calendars with the Moon Planting Guide please 
remember to collect it at the next DSV meeting on 
25 November. 

 

NEW  PENDULUM  DOWSING  
WORKSHOP 

By Heather Wilks, DSV Newsletter Editor 

I’m running a Pendulum Dowsing Workshop 
over three consecutive Wednesday nights, 
November 14, 21 & 28 from 7pm – 10pm, at the 
Omshanti Centre in Burwood East. The cost is 
$230. I’m planning the first night to cover Yes/No 
dowsing. The second an introduction to Advanced 
Dowsing. The third night will address Dowsing 
Healing.  If you’re interested please phone me on 
(03) 9572 2970 or send me an email 
heather@ohnaturale.com 
 

DSV NEWS UPDATE 
Some late-breaking DSV news!! 

1. Membership Renewals 

If you haven’t updated your Membership for 
2012, please note that you’ll be required to pay as 
a visitor when attending future meetings.  

2. New Noticeboard 

We’re about to introduce a DSV Healing 
Noticeboard. As a Member you’ll be entitled to 
post details about your forthcoming workshops (at 
the discretion of the DSV Committee.) 

3. Mick Moran’s Dowsing Chart 

DSV Member Mick Moran has generously 
donated his Dowsing Chart to the DSV. It will 
be available for free download from the News 
Page of our site shortly - www.dsv.org.au 

 

DSV LIBRARY  

The DSV Library regularly receives dowsing 
newsletters and journals from all over the 
world.  

 

We also have an extensive range of 
excellent dowsing books and we continue to 
introduce interesting new titles as they come to 
our attention. As a DSV member you can 
borrow any of our library items.  

 

DSV POLICY  
Please note that only the speaker of the day 

has permission to exhibit, promote and sell 
products and services when attending DSV 
meetings. Personal representation to members 
and visitors is not allowed. 

 

THE DSV SHOP  
Good news - the DSV shop is well stocked. 

We have a broad range of different instruments 
- dowsing rods, pendulums and wizzes. Plus 
many popular items from Raymon Grace and 
Joey Korn in America. Take your pick from 
DVDs, books and more.               

DSV SPEAKERS ON CD 
We have 22 speakers available on CD: 
The CDs are available at meetings for $5 

each, and are a great idea for listening to at your 
leisure, giving as a gift, or if you missed a 
speaker you really wanted to hear. 

Please note this is an Extract of the DSV 
November 2012 newsletter. By joining the 
DSV you can receive the full edition. 
Please check out the details on this 
website about how to become a member. 
 

Please write the DSV Meeting Dates in your diary today: 
Final 2012 date – Sunday 25 November 

2013 Dates:  17 February, 21 April, 16 June, 25 August, 20 October, 24 November 
 

 

 


